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About This Content
Octodad: Dadliest Catch Original Soundtrack
Written and Produced by Seth Parker.
Artwork by Chris Stallman.
You can find more music from Kozilek here.
Ian McKinney's Bandcamp is here.
and more of Whitaker Trebella's tunes are here.
The 320kbps mp3 files will be placed in your Octodad Dadliest Catch folder in the Steam Directory:
...\Steam\SteamApps\common\Octodad Dadliest Catch\Octodad Dadliest Catch Original Soundtrack\ (Right click Octodad
Dadliest Catch in the Games list -> Local Files -> Browse Local Files).
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Title: Octodad: Dadliest Catch - Soundtrack (320kbps MP3)
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Young Horses
Publisher:
Young Horses
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2014
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP SP3
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0Ghz or equivalent
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel Core HD Graphics 3000/4000, NVIDIA 8800 GT, ATI Radeon HD 4850 or better
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 3 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,Russian,French,German,Korean,Hungarian,Romanian
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I played it alot - even the predecessor space tripper. I think it is a difficult but entertaining game. It is sure worth 5\u20ac if you
like old - school top down shooters. You cant learn the steering properly in under 2 hours - no need to pay attention to reviews
with a playtimetime below that.. Well, I bought this game for 2 bucks and let me tell you their necks aren't even red!! I like the
earlier works of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Lip Baby but I think they lost their age when uncle Ralph joined the
band. As for gameplay, something something unrealistic fart gas and visceral tractor farts. Hahah. The game features
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of tracks and customizable tractors. What self respecting redneck wouldn't have
guns on his trackor or even a flag? USA USA USA. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Obama. After beating the hardest difficulty,
you unlock the fedora for your driver which grants you max level of euphoria. Jewbama.. This is a point and click on rails, it's
very much akin to a walking simulator. There is no challenge, no puzzles, no adventure or anything of the sort. You will not be
stumped on anything at any moment.
The one redeeming feature is that it's quite short from start to finish.. I've seen better. \ud83d\udc4c\ud83c\udffb. I sympathize
somewhat with some of the negative reviews here but honestly, I think their being a bit dramatic. The games costs \u20ac2.39
and is actually a good little game. Not being able to use your sword mid air or while running seemed stupid to me at first then I
grew to like it. It makes it more challenging, which is the point. It's a CastleVania clone and it's supposed to be difficult. All in
all, I found the game to be quite easy in fairness but enjoyed it a lot.
Here's a video of me playing the first couple of levels if you want to check it out.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/0_-tpT-_ACA. The description does not warn you that you need specific train DLC to access most of these
scenarios. I can only play 2 out of 8 promised in the description, having bought the basic Train Simulator 2015 package.
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CO-OP is dead, and the difficulty is broken.. Very nice game to play with friends would recommend. Bought it september 27th
and haven't received it yet. 9 days has passed. DO NOT BUY.. You guys would be better off just getting the free mobile version
rather than this one.
I recently encountered a bug that completely ruined my game by filling my pack with hats whenever I restart my game, causing
there to be no space ever.
13 was the peak player amount in the last month, I've sent at least 5 tickets to the official support for this game in the last 2
weeks, and I haven't been responded to at all by the horrible company. You can tell when a game is flushed out when the
singular person checking the tickets can't monitor 13 people playing the game, and just the game having 13 players in general.
Steam has completely denied any refund request I've sent despite me having to deal with something that isn't even remotely
either mine or valve's fault, and upon further research it seems that this game has completely gone out of development,
Kongregate has abandoned this game, which could have had eight times the potential that the games they are funding now
currently has. This could have been a fun game if it wasn't being developed under someone's basement out of some circuitboard kit 22cans found in their parents retirement home. And thinking back on it now, the games Kongregate has funded are
horrible compared to the possible potential of this game.
In short: No you shouldn't get this game because it's free on mobile, a lot less buggy on there, actual support, a forum of it's
own, a discord server of it's own, microtransactions and watchable adds that you can literally skip and still get rewards for
watching despite not even giving the company money. No matter how you cry to Steam about something that isn't your fault at
all, they will still let you know that just because you didn't get your full satisfaction of a game you couldn't even complete
because of the buggy-ness of the developers programming skills they learned on scratch.io or something stupid like that, and on
top of that you have over 2 hours so hooray you can't get your money back from a potential scam that is literally the same on
mobile except it's better in all ways, including the stuff I listed above. On top of that it is potentially a better game on Mobile
and it's free on there too! And easier! And more fun as well! But horrible samsung tablets can't run things that take less than a
gigabyte somehow like this. Also revising this again, I realized that wasn't as short as I wanted to be and how short I said it
would be.
In short for real: No don't get it, you will never finish it because of bugs and it is NOT worth your 15 dollars you probably
wasted before reading this review.. needs quests, and the fantasy anamels are way to expensive to get.. This game is absolutely
beautiful and the control is perfect with a twin analog stick controller. The particle count is just bonkers and it looks like the 4th
of July.
The music is pretty much the best ever written in human history.
Really fun in short bursts. This developer did absolute MAGIC to the rumble motors, at least with this Xbox 360 controller. And
the Pew Pew sounds are the best ever. Seriously.
It gets challenging quickly like a classic arcade game.. The game is simple and fun, made by a small team for a good cause.
Can't wait to see what the team comes up with next. Each game is better than the last.. ***WARNING: LONG AND INDEPTH REVIEW***
Only read if you want to know about the game in depth, I touch on all it offers.

It's alright for a mobile port probably one of the better ones we've seen on steam. It is a very simple game to play.
Play it with 1 hand and 1 finger no keyboard required just a mouse.
Has a little rpg-strategy with pause element to it, also has a little tower defense upgrading element to it.
Let me see if I can clarify my points a little better.
When you start a mission you get a set amount of resources to begin with, with these resources you can buy your turrets and if
you desire upgrades to the few you bought. As combat phase progresses you'll earn more resources and can use it to upgrade
current turrets on the fly or add more turrets if you have empty ports to add to. Also this resource can be used to activate your
defensive skills (these are unlocked as the game progresses) it all feels like a tower defense game in that regard. There is waves
of enemies that spawn, but very very thin pause in between each wave, so thin its hardly noticeable. Probably to keep combat
more fluid and engaging. Also a bit like a TD game. You can however upgrade your ship permanently to increase the amount of
resources you start with each mission.
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Somewhat like an rpg game as each upgrade is counted as a level each per module. (I'll touch on this further in review)
The strategy bit falls into where you place your turrets on your ship. I've tried a couple different setups, some turret placements
can be more or less effective depending where you have placed these turrets on your hull. I'll use starter ship as an example,
starter ship before you unlock the ability to further improve your ship, starts with 3 turret ports. I have found with turrets
unlocked by 3rd mission placing rocket on the front and two gun turrets 1 of each on left and right worked better than placing rl
on left wing and gun turret front and right. I'm sure you can see where I'm going with this? The enemy will be attacking you
from 360 degree angle so placement is very important. Remember you are flying a battleship it is not as agile as a fighter so
speed and turning is much slower. So proper turret placement is deeply important.
The rpg side is mainly consisting of the permanent upgrading system. This is where things are more complex to clarify.
The only money you get to keep are from mission rewards, meaning no point hoarding resources you collect while in combat
phase. (so spend it with out fear but spend it wisely) Each mission reward amount is based on how much damage you take
during each combat phase. Don't worry it is decently forgiving.
The permanent upgrades are pretty vast, so don't be surprised if you find yourself in a moderate grind farming mission rewards
to upgrade your ship. You can upgrade your hull to allow you to install more turrets. The turret variety unlock as you progress.
There is 6 different turrets if you are curious. All designed to counter specific enemies (yep like a TD game lol)
Upgrade for durability this is your health gauge.
Upgrade your resistance to the games 2 damage types physical and optical.
Upgrade speed of your ship
Upgrade starting resources
upgrading the hull as I mentioned before.
(not sure what the caps for levels are i have starting resources at level 11 so far hull just level 5 with 7 turret ports)
That covers the ships upgrading you also have upgrade system for weapons and skills.
You can upgrade the potency of the weapons adding more damage and extra bonus like chance for instant kill, chance to slow
targets. Just some brief examples.
I haven't unlocked the skill upgrading system, but I've been playing games like this long enough. i'd bet its for duration and
damage as that seems the logical route.
The defensive skills are:
AoE explosion wipes entire screen of enemies, does moderate damage to and interrupts bosses healing abilities.
next would be the shield placed around your ship giving you few secs of invulnerability.
finally have the nitro as I'll call it to boost your ships speed 2 fold. Your ship is constantly moving it never stops.
Also 3 more that i havn't unlocked as of yet.
There is a text story to follow if you are looking for that info aswell. Personally, i haven't been following it much other than
about some strange creatures or something like that. 3 chapters each 10 missions long and 1 extra chapter also 10 missions long,
plus when all said and done survival mode we all by now know what that means lol
Bottom line I'd give it a 7\/10 it's not perfect, but so far I've got enjoyment from it and sure, if you like the points i touched on
and the genre of game I'm sure you'd enjoy it aswell. It will sink some time for you.
If any other info you'd like to know, just drop me a line in the review comments.
If i got the answer you seek, I'd be happy to help.
I'm not going to answer technical support questions though, just game related.
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